
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As Shola – or Rocks to her friends – returns home 
from her first day of year 11, she finds her mother 
has left with only a note and a small amount of 
cash by way of explanation. With her friends 
rallying around, Rocks is forced to take care of her 
younger brother without the authorities 
discovering they are living on their own, whilst 
surviving the day-to-day trials and tribulations of 
her teenage years.  
 
The inspiration for Rocks came to director Sarah 
Gavron while screening her previous film, the 
critically acclaimed Suffragette (2015), in schools 
across the country as part of that film’s 
promotional tour. ‘I spent a lot of time talking to 
young women, hearing their responses to the film. 
It made me think about what it’s like to be a 
teenager today,’ she told Screen Daily, adding that 
this 'coincided with my own daughter becoming a 
teenager. Suddenly I was fascinated with seeing 
the world through their eyes.' 
 
Gavron began a workshop process with award-
winning playwright Theresa Ikoko and cowriter 
Claire Wilson (BBC’s The Little Drummer Girl) with 
the dual aims of finding both a story to tell through 

this lens and a cast to bring it to life. As Wilson 
explained to Seventh Row, ‘we came on board to 
write a story about young girls growing up in 
London, so we spent time with different girls at 
schools, remembering how it was to grow up and 
all that stuff. Then we started to develop a story 
around them. As the group became smaller and 
smaller, casting became clearer. Then Theresa 
found the narrative which we worked into a script.’ 
 
Key to finding the emotional core of the film was 
casting Bukky Bakray as Rocks. Gavron told 
Seventh Row, ‘Bukky was in these workshops, and 
it was becoming apparent there was this weird 
synchronicity, that Theresa’s story and Bukky met 
in a way, and we found our protagonist ... Through 
that, we built the world around her.’ This world was 
brought to life as the cast were given room to 
improvise. ‘We had something very concrete and 
solid to work from, but we also wanted them to live 
in the moment and make the words their own. 
They didn’t learn the 
dialogue exactly so they 
could free themselves up’, 
Gavron added. 
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perfectly timed comedic moments and 
comebacks’ (Ella Kemp, Playlist) that make him 
‘a black-belt scene stealer’ – Bradshaw. 
 
Rocks is the culmination of extraordinary talents 
– including cinematographer Hélène Louvart’s 
attention to detail and Emilie Levienaise-
Farrouch’s heartfelt score – brought together to 
tell the story of ordinary teenage girls. The 
resilience on display is a daily occurrence, but 
here brought to life by a creative team 
determined to capture the love, empathy, and 
friendship that makes such resilience possible. 
 
Tonight’s screening will be followed by a live 
Skype Q&A with director Sarah Gavron and others. 

Rocks received its world premiere at the Toronto 
International Film Festival and received positive 
notices across the board, with many reviewers 
making comparisons to the work of Ken Loach and 
Lynne Ramsay. Caitlin Quinlan at Little White Lies 
described it as ‘a film of great empathy and love, as 
Gavron champions and protects the sheer 
resilience on show’, whilst The Guardian’s Peter 
Bradshaw noted that the premise and themes are 
‘tough, but it’s the opposite of miserablist’. 
 
The cast of unknowns were roundly applauded, 
with many reviews singling out seven-year-old 
D’angelo Osei Kissiedu’s performance as 
Emmanuel, Rocks’ younger brother, who has ‘an 
incredibly generous reserve of intelligent and 

 

Preview screening courtesy of Altitude 
 
You may also like… 
Calm with Horses 
Sun 10 Nov | Odeon | 6pm 
Nick Rowland | UK, Ireland | 2020 | 101m | 15 tbc  
 
 
Set in contemporary Ireland, Nick Rowland’s debut feature 
was recently shown at Toronto to huge critical acclaim. 
Douglas ‘Arm’ Armstrong is an ex-boxer with an ex-wife and a 
son on the autistic spectrum. He’s trying to make a living, but 
that seems to involve people dying since the only work he can 
find is as muscle for the local drug mafia. The film’s setting 
and execution are unique. It is an ‘outstanding study of a 
flawed man trying to be better’ – The Observer. 

FilmBath FilmClub 
 A year-round programme of the kinds of films we screen at 
the festival, shown monthly (from January to May and 
September to December) at the stylish Walcot House, with 
an optional movie-themed dinner after the film. A wonderful 
opportunity to watch mind-expanding films together and 
then talk about the film afterwards. For more information, 
visit filmbath.org.uk/filmclub 


